This article explores whether political connections are important in the United States. The article uses an original hand-collected data set on the political connections of board members of S&P 500 companies to sort companies into those connected to the Republican Party and those connected to the Democratic Party. The analysis shows a positive abnormal stock return following the announcement of the nomination of a politically connected individual to the board. This article also analyzes the stock-price response to the Republican win of the 2000 presidential election and finds that companies connected to the Republican Party increase in value, and companies connected to the Democratic Party decrease in value. (JEL G30, G34, G38)
Introduction
In countries with a well-functioning legal system, companies are not expected to receive a substantial competitive advantage or preferential treatment from their political connections. Government officials with the power to affect the economic value of public companies would risk serious legal and political costs if they chose to help companies for private reasons rather than for reasons of public merit.
While this argument should be true in general, anecdotal stories about the potential influence of political connections in the United States do exist. For example, a 2004 AP newswire reports that "the Army awarded Vice President as having a political connection. The hypothesis is that if political connections matter, then (1) companies with political connections to the Republican Party will increase in value upon the Republican win, while companies connected to the Democratic Party will suffer a drop in value; and (2) the nomination of a politically connected director to the board will result in an increase in firm value due to the revelation that this company is able to hire from a limited supply of politically connected individuals who have the ability to generate future political benefits. 3 The first main result of the article is that a portfolio of S&P 500 companies classified as having a Republican board significantly outperforms a portfolio of S&P 500 companies classified as having a Democratic board in the postelection period. This is true regardless of whether the portfolios are formed based on equal weighting or value weighting. A company is defined as having a Republican (Democratic) board if it has at least one board member who has a former affiliation to the Republicans (Democrats) but no such member with ties to the Democrats (Republicans). The results also show that, considered separately, the Republican portfolio exhibits a positive and significant cumulative abnormal return (CAR) following the election. Conversely, the Democratic portfolio exhibits a negative CAR following the election. This last result is significant, though only in the value-weighted average, which suggests that the effect of political connections is more pronounced for the larger companies in the sample.
The second main result is that a company experiences a positive and statistically significant abnormal stock return following the announcement of a board nomination of a politically connected individual. In particular, this announcement effect is stronger for a value-weighted than for an equally weighted average. In addition, the positive announcement effect holds true for both Republican and Democratic connected directors.
In sum, these results indicate the following two points: first, a company's value goes up in anticipation of future benefits following the nomination of politically connected individuals. Second, when the connected board member's political party gains control of the presidency, the value generated by the member increases while the value generated by a director connected to the opposing party decreases.
These findings also suggest a new way in which boards can increase firm value. While past studies have argued that the board can add value either by monitoring or by advising management (see, for example, Adams and Ferreira 2007) , this article shows that the board can also add value via the connections it provides with politicians.
The results in the article are robust to a number of different specifications. For example, the election results remain strongly significant for different choices of event windows surrounding the 2000 elections, and in the cross-section after controlling for several company characteristics such as size, past returns (momentum), and book-to-market ratio.
The article also specifically addresses a number of different interpretations for the results at hand and controls for them. First, it might be argued that the postelection abnormal returns are not due to the fact that companies are politically connected, but rather that these abnormal returns simply mirror the political preferences of the company's industry. As an example, Republican boards may serve in companies in a particular industry that stands to benefit from a win of the Republican Party due to its specific political platform and regardless of whether or not the company itself is politically connected.
To deal with this issue, the analysis is repeated by calculating abnormal returns using industry-adjusted returns. The results remain significant, indicating that companies with politically connected boards outperform their industry in the postelection period. This suggests that political board members represent connections rather than preferences of the industry. To further illustrate this point, the article employs a second (less direct) measure of connections based on information regarding all money donations made by companies to the two political parties prior to the 2000 election. 4 Using this measure, the article finds that, unlike politically connected board members, political donations seem to represent the political preferences of the industry rather than political connections. Namely, controlling for both donations and political board affiliations, the results indicate that companies that donate more to Republicans (Democrats) do not outperform (underperform) their industry in the postelection period, but companies with a Republican (Democratic) board do.
Further industry analysis shows that companies with politically connected boards are relatively evenly distributed across the Fama-French industry groups. It is also worth noting that the industry distribution of Republican companies is statistically not different from the industry distribution of Democratic companies. This further suggests that the results are not driven by any specific industry.
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A second interpretation of the results deals with the announcement returns following the board nominations of politically connected directors. One question that arises is whether the same abnormal returns are observed when nonpolitical directors are added to the board of the same company. It might be argued that the observed effect is due to the characteristics of the company itself or to the fact that these directors are independent rather than politically connected. To address this issue, each announcement of the board nomination of a former politician is matched with an announcement by the same company of another nomination of an independent director who is not politically connected. The results suggest that independent nonpolitical directors do not generate a positive abnormal return. These results are consistent with Shivdasani and Yermack (1999) and Fich and Shivdasani (2006) , who also show that the announcement effect of the nomination of independent directors is either insignificantly different from zero or negative. While Rosenstein and Wyatt (1990) do find a very small positive announcement effect of the order of 0.2%, this effect is much smaller than the effect found here. Furthermore, they find the effect to be significant only for small firms. This is the opposite of the findings in our article, which suggests that the announcement effects here are due to the unique political characteristics of the sample of directors.
A final interpretation of the positive announcement returns following the board nomination could be that these abnormal returns are not due to the board members being politically connected, but rather to their superb quality and expertise. The article controls for this possibility by sorting politically connected board members into two groups: those individuals who had a political position that was functionally related to the company for which they received their board nomination and those individuals whose political position was unrelated. If expertise was indeed the only driving force behind the positive announcement returns, then positive announcement returns should only be observed for board members with related experience. The results in the article show that the announcement return of related board members is indeed higher than that for not related board members, and that the announcement returns for the latter group are consistently positive and significant.
In fact, after sorting the sample of former politicians into numerous subgroups (detailed later in the article) we find that there is no subclassification that can solely explain the positive announcement returns. Rather, it seems that any type of political connection initiated at any point in time results in a positive announcement return. This suggests that there are many different ways in which political connections may help companies. Note, however, that we do not argue that all companies can benefit from political connections as it is likely that our sample of companies that have been able to attract former politicians are probably also more likely to benefit from these political connections. Nevertheless, this is consistent with our argument that connections add value.
The value from political connections may arise in many different ways. There are both direct channels as well as more subtle indirect channels. For example, Goldman, Rocholl, and So (2008) provide evidence that government officials can influence the allocation of lucrative government contracts toward the connected company. As another example, legislators can impose tariffs on competitors (especially foreign companies) to the benefit of specific companies. In addition, they can use tax incentives to promote the prospects of one product/business area and discourage those of others. Furthermore, the government can change various regulatory requirements that may also have a substantial effect on value. Finally, government officials with ties outside the United States can be beneficial in opening doors abroad. Thus, former politicians with various backgrounds, either in the administration or in the legislative branch or in any other type of political position, can be valuable to a company.
This study relates to two main strands of the literature: the first studies the relation between politics and business and the second studies how board attributes and director characteristics affect the company.
The literature on the importance of political connections and on their value implications is relatively small. Fisman (2001); Faccio (2006); and Faccio and Parsley (2007) all document the impact of political links on firm value in countries with weak legal systems. Fisman (2001) looks at companies in Indonesia that are connected to the Suharto family and shows that these companies lose value following several announcements regarding the deteriorating health of President Suharto. 6 Faccio (2006) studies political connections across many countries and documents that most politically connected companies are listed in countries with high levels of corruption and a weak legal system. She further shows that the value of these companies increases when their executives enter politics. However, she finds that this latter result comes from the subsample of companies in countries with high levels of corruption.
7 Faccio and Parsley (2007) show that companies located in a politician's hometown decrease in value upon the announcement of the politician's unexpected death. Finally, Faccio, Masulis, and McConnell (2006) show one direct way in which connections create value by demonstrating that politically connected firms are more likely to be bailed out by the government.
Several studies provide limited evidence that is suggestive of the existence of political biases in the United States. For example, Roberts (1990) shows that following the death of a ranking Democrat on the Senate Armed Services Committee, the value of firms located in the senator's state decreased. However, he shows that this is true for both firms that made donations to the senator as well as those that did not. Kroszner and Stratmann (1998) show that interest-group political action committees (PACs) donate more to a politician who is a member of a House committee that is of relevance to them, but that rival PACs do not. Agrawal and Knoeber (2001) show that companies in industries with larger government dealings tend to have a larger number of political directors. Thus, their article does not have any direct implications on whether these connections create value. Finally, in a recent study that looks at usury laws in the nineteenth century across different states in the United States, Benmelech and Moskowitz (2007) find evidence that usury laws were used by incumbents with political power to limit their competitors' ability to enter the market.
As mentioned above, this article promotes the idea that political connections create value by generating future benefits to the firm. Three recent papers that use donation data stop short of making this point. These papers include Jayachandran (2006) ; Knight (2006); and Shon (2006) . Jayachandran (2006) looks at the 2001 departure of Senator Jim Jeffords from the Republican Party to being an independent. She shows that this event results in a decrease in value of firms donating to the Republicans. However, as she argues in the paper, "An important open question that the results do not fully resolve is whether the relationship is casual, that is, whether firms contribute to politicians whose intrinsic views match the firms' interests or whether donations affect politicians' behavior" (p. 2). Knight (2006) analyzes the stock return around the 2000 presidential election of a sample of firms that are identified by financial analysts as likely to fare well under Bush and Gore administrations. His objective is to show that policy platforms are capitalized into equity prices. While Knight (2006) also uses these firms' donation data as a robustness check for the categorization made by the financial analysts, the thrust of his work is that firms in industries that stand to benefit from the Bush administration will donate more to the Bush campaign. Thus, again, his results cannot be used to show that connections bring about or cause future financial benefits. Similarly, Shon (2006) looks only at donations at an industry level and shows that firms in industries that donate more to Republicans exhibit a positive stock price return following Bush's win in the 2000 election. To summarize, all three of these papers are close to our article in that they show that there exists a positive relation between donations to one of the two parties and a positive stock return following an increase in power of that party. However, to our knowledge, our article is the first to use a direct measure of the political connections of the board of directors to show that political connections in the United States are viewed by the market as creating value.
More specifically, unlike political contributions, which are likely to affect election outcomes and hence may represent a company's political preferences rather than its political influence, it is more difficult to argue that a company nominates a former politician to its board (on average, these directors are nominated more than five years before the 2000 election) in order to increase the chance that that politician's party will win the elections. It is also more difficult to argue that the positive stock price response to the announcement of the nomination itself is a signal that the government is planning to start implementing policies that are favorable to the company. 9 Thus, again, the 8 Looking at campaign contributions in Brazil, Claessens et al. (2008) find that donating companies experience higher stock returns around elections. Using a different cut of donation data, Cooper et al. (2007) consider the long-run performance of donating companies in the United States.
9 Note that we do not argue that board nominations of a politician are exogenous and that they are completely unanticipated by the market. Rather, we believe that the announcement simply reflects the resolution of whatever remaining uncertainty exists with respect to whether the former politician will join this board and not that of another company.
unique contribution of this article is in showing that the impact of political connections on value is more likely to be due to the market's belief that these connections provide companies with political influence. The second strand of the literature related to this study includes papers that explore whether or not the board of directors can add value to the company (see Hermalin and Weisbach 2003 for a recent survey of this literature). Even more closely related to this article is the growing body of work that looks at director characteristics. For example, Kroszner and Strahan (2001) and Guner et al. (2008) focus on boards with directors that have banking experience. Ferris et al. (2003) ; Perry and Peyer (2005) ; and Fich and Shivdasani (2006) all analyze different implications of having directors with multiple board seats. Finally, Adams and Ferreira (2004) analyze boards that have female directors. In the context of these papers, this study focuses on directors with the unique characteristic of having a political background.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. The next section describes the data used in this article. Section 2 presents the empirical analyses and the main results of the article. Section 3 concludes.
Data Description
The analyses in this article utilize two types of data. The first data set consists of original data containing information regarding the political affiliation of each board member of all companies in the S&P 500. The second data set consists of information on donations made by publicly traded companies to the Republican and Democratic Parties. Both data sets are described in more detail below. In addition to these data, the article uses Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) and Compustat data for the sample companies as well as CRSP data for the market indexes and Fama-French industry return data.
Board data
Board connections are derived by considering the composition of the board of directors of all S&P 500 companies in the years 1996 and 2000 and analyzing the background of each board member. Section 14 of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) Act requires companies to file definite proxy statements (submission type Def 14a), containing information about their board members. These filings, which are hand-collected from the EDGAR database of the SEC, contain a brief description of each board member's career background. Based on these data, it is possible to identify whether board members are connected to the Republicans, to the Democrats, or to neither. A board member is defined as being politically connected if he or she at any time in his or her past held a position such as senator, member of the House of Representatives, or member of the administration, or has been a director of an organization such as the Central Intelligence Agency. A full list of these positions is provided in Table 1 . Politically connected board members are further sorted into two subgroups based on whether their former political position is related to the industry sector of the company for which they become a board member. Former politicians are classified as being related if they are nominated to a company that operates in an industry that is related to their past political duties. More specifically, board members are classified as being related if they served in a committee, department, or government agency that deals with the industry in which the nominating company operates. For example, a senator who served on the Energy and Natural Resources Committee and joins the board of an oil company is classified as being related.
We use the sample of directors serving on the boards of S&P 500 firms in November 2000 to analyze the stock price response of connected companies to the announcement of the results of the presidential election. Table 1 shows descriptive statistics for the sample of these politically connected boards. According to the definition used in this article, 153 of the S&P 500 companies are politically connected at the time of the 2000 election. Out of these 153 companies, 78 companies have at least one board member connected to the Republicans, but no board member connected to the Democrats, while 47 companies have at least one board member connected to the Democrats, but no board member connected to the Republicans. The remaining connected companies have at least one board member connected to the Republicans and at least one board member connected to the Democrats. The vast majority of politically connected board members serve as independent directors, while only four politically connected board members have an internal appointment, mainly as CEO. The descriptive statistics in Table 1 show that, on average, connected companies tend to be larger than nonconnected companies. The table also documents that, at the time of the 2000 election, politically connected board members have served an average of 5.5 years on their boards. The board member with the longest tenure was nominated in 1981, while the board member with the shortest tenure was nominated in the election year 2000.
Note that our sample of connected companies is relatively evenly distributed across different industries. However, consistent with the findings of Agrawal and Knoeber (2001), we find a higher number of connected companies (both Republican and Democratic) in regulated industries. For example, the highest share of politically connected companies and directors can be found in the banking and utilities industries.
When analyzing the announcement effect of the nomination of politically connected directors, we start with a sample of 254 connected board members in S&P 500 companies in 1996 and 2000. For this set of directors, we perform a Lexis-Nexis press search to obtain the announcement date of a nomination of these directors to any publicly traded company. This procedure provides a total of 592 nominations, which occur in the time period between 1981 and 2005. We eliminate a number of 243 nominations in which the announcement of the nomination coincides with other price-relevant events such as a dividend or an earning announcement, a share repurchase, or an M&A activity. The final sample of 349 nominations is then analyzed. In this sample, directors serve on average on 4.46 boards (not necessarily at the same time). The maximum number of positions for one board member in the sample is 13.
10 Nominations are considered only if the board member already has a political career at the time of the announcement of the nomination. This restriction rules out the case of board members who are not yet politically connected at the time they are nominated.
Donation data
Donation data are provided by the Center for Responsive Politics (CRP). The CRP is a nonpartisan, nonprofit research organization supported by a combination of foundation grants and individual contributions. It collects information on companies' donations to the Democratic and Republican Parties. The underlying information comes from the Federal Election Commission, which publicly discloses funds raised and spent. The Federal Election Campaign Act requires candidate committees, party committees, and PACs to file periodic reports, disclosing the amount and source of money raised and spent. For each election cycle, candidates must identify all party committees and PACs that contribute to their campaigns, all individuals who donate more than $200, and all expenditures exceeding $200. For each election cycle, the CRP defines eighty industries and provides information on the twenty largest contributors in each of these industries. A company is included in the sample if it belongs to these contributors, it is publicly listed, and its total donations exceed $100,000.
The CRP classifies eighty donating industries, from agricultural services to waste management. Among these industries are labor unions and various groups that do not fall into a genuine business, including retired individuals and government employees. Donation amounts in each industry are the sum of contributions to federal candidates of $200 or more from individuals and PACs, and contributions to political parties from PACs, soft money, and individual donors.
For each election cycle, the CRP provides information on the twenty largest contributors in each of the eighty industries. The sample in this article is constructed by using this information for the 1999 and 2000 election cycle. A company is included in the sample if it belongs to the twenty largest contributors in the eighty industries classified by the CRP, if it is publicly listed, and if the total donation exceeds $100,000. This results in a total sample of 315 companies. Table 2 provides an overview of the amounts of money that these companies donate to the Republican and the Democratic Parties. The total donations amount to $246 million, with $88 million going to the Democrats and $158 million going to the Republicans. This compares to total donations of $1634 million recorded by the CRP. The donation share to the Republicans is higher in the sample than in the overall population, as the largest contributors to the Democrats are not publicly listed organizations (e.g., labor unions). Most of the sample companies donate to both parties, but the relative shares vary substantially. Only 18 of the 315 sample companies donate to only one of the two major parties. The sample companies donate on average $779,985. The maximum donation made by one of the sample companies is $5,075,311, while the minimum amounts to $100,443.
Empirical Results
The empirical analysis consists of three parts. The first part provides univariate results on the impact of politically connected board members (and corporate donations) on companies' postelection stock returns. The second part tests for the multivariate cross-sectional impact on stock returns after controlling for a number of other potentially relevant factors. While the previous two analyses focus on the stock returns after the election day, the third analysis concentrates on the announcement of the nomination to the board of politically connected board members.
Univariate results
The first part of the empirical analysis tests for the stock price reactions of politically connected companies to the 2000 presidential election in a univariate setup. The first piece of this analysis focuses on the original measure of politically connected board members, while the second piece of this analysis considers corporate donations.
Board connection results.
Political connections are defined based on the political background of the board members in each S&P 500 company in the year 2000. Board members with the previously described former political positions may help a company build and maintain close links to the administration. The hypothesis is that if connections matter, then board members linked to Republicans should be more valuable than board members linked to Democrats when the Republicans win the election. Table 3 analyzes the relation between stock returns following election day and several definitions of political connections of board members for all S&P 500 companies. The first analysis considers only those companies in which there is at least one board member with a connection to one party and no board member with a connection to the other party. These are defined as pure connections. In seventy-eight companies, board members have connections only to the Republicans, while in forty-seven companies board members have connections only to the Democrats. The results in panel A of Table 3 show that the market-adjusted postelection returns for companies with connections to the Republicans are positive and significant. This holds for both the equally weighted and the value-weighted average. The market-adjusted postelection stock returns for companies with connections to the Democrats are insignificant in the equally weighted average, but significantly negative in the value-weighted average. This suggests that mainly large companies with connections to the Democrats decrease in value following the election. The difference in returns between companies with connections to the Democrats and Republicans is Table 3 Postelection CARs of S&P 500 companies with board connections Connection type
Number of companies Equally weighted CAR (%)
Value-weighted CAR (%) , and * * denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. statistically significant for all event windows and for all specifications, in both the equally weighted and the value-weighted averages.
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The subsequent analysis focuses on those companies that are connected to the Republicans and considers the specific political positions that the connected board members held before being nominated to the companies' boards. In the second classification, the sample of Republican companies is thus divided based on whether at least one of its board members' former political positions is related to the industry sector of the company. The goal is to test whether, in addition to the pure existence of a political connection, the expertise and knowledge that the board member gained through his or her political position have an impact. Recall that board members are defined as being related if they are nominated to a company that operates in the same functional area in which they served in their political career. Among the sample companies, thirty-four Republican companies have at least one related board member and forty-four companies have no related board member.
Panel B of Table 3 reports the results for this classification. The marketadjusted returns for both related and not related companies with connections to the Republicans are positive and significant in each event window and in both the equally weighted and value-weighted average. This suggests that the pure existence of a political connection, regardless of the specific nature of that connection, creates value for the company. At the same time, the difference in returns between related and not related Republican companies is positive for each event window and significant for some event windows, which suggests that the specific expertise that a politically connected board member gained through his or her political position generates additional value.
As a third classification of board connections, companies are sorted based on the political position that a board member held before being nominated to the board. Panel C of Table 3 shows that there are forty-four companies in which at least one board member was a senator, a member of the House, or a member of the administration, while there are twenty-three companies in which politically connected board members held positions other than the ones stated above. The results are again significant for both groups in each event window and in both the equally weighted and value-weighted average, while the difference in returns between the two groups fails to be significant. The results suggest that the specific political position that a board member held is not important beyond the pure existence of a political position.
In conclusion, the results in this analysis suggest that companies benefit substantially from connections to the election-winning party. Their abnormal stock returns are positive and statistically significant and they are statistically 11 The results for the twenty-eight companies in which there is at least one board member with an affiliation to the Republicans and at least one board member with an affiliation to the Democrats are inconclusive in the equally weighted and the value-weighted averages. A more thorough analysis of this sample of mixed companies would require considering different subgroups based on the relative importance of the Republican versus Democratic board members. However, the number of observations for these subsamples is too small for a meaningful analysis.
significantly higher than the returns for companies with links to the losing party. Furthermore, political connections generate value independently of the specific nature of those connections, while specific expertise generates additional value. 12 2.1.2 Donation results. As mentioned before, the majority of the sample companies donate to both parties, implying that hedging considerations are one important determinant of their donations. Nevertheless, the cross-sectional variation in the relative donations made to the two parties provides an opportunity to categorize companies as benefiting more from one party or another.
We repeat the analysis in Table 3 using donation amounts in order to classify companies into Republican and Democratic and find results similar to those in Table 3 . Since our focus is on political connections of the board, we do not provide the details of this analysis in this article. They are available upon request. Furthermore, as will be shown in the multivariate analysis, we argue that donations seem to represent industry-wide preferences rather than company-level connections.
Cross-sectional results
The previous analysis compares the postelection stock returns for different portfolios of companies and provides evidence for the impact of board connections on company value by showing that companies that are connected to the Republicans experience positive and significantly higher returns than companies that are connected to the Democrats. It is important to test this relation in the cross-section and to control for other firm characteristics.
In the multivariate tests, the dependent variable is the postelection CAR for days (+1, +3) for each S&P 500 company. Each company's return is adjusted by the CRSP value-weighted market index. The control variables comprise several firm characteristics: the log of each company's market capitalization, its book-to-market ratio, and a momentum variable, which is the company's market-adjusted return in the third quarter of 2000. The variables of interest are different categorical and dummy variables that indicate whether a company is connected or donates to either of the two parties. 13 The results are reported in Table 4 .
Model 1 tests for the impact of companies' board connections. This impact is measured by the variable Board Rep-Dem, which takes a value of 1 if a Table 4 Cross-sectional analysis of postelection CARs adjusted by the market index Starting with model 4, the estimations consider this relation in more depth by analyzing whether it is driven by either or both of the two parties. For this purpose, four more dummy variables and one interaction variable are introduced. The first of these variables takes a value of 1 if a company is politically connected only to the Republicans and a value of 0 otherwise, whereas the second variable takes a value of 1 if a company is politically connected only to the Democrats and a value of 0 otherwise. In analogy for the donation part, the third dummy variable takes a value of 1 if a company donates more to the Republicans than to the Democrats and a value of 0 otherwise, whereas the fourth variable takes a value of 1 if a company donates more to the Democrats than to the Republicans and a value of 0 otherwise. Motivated by the findings in Faccio and Parsley (2007) , who show the impact of the geographic proximity of company headquarters to a politician's hometown, this article constructs an additional dummy variable that takes a value of 1 if the Republicans win the majority of the presidential votes in the state in which a company is headquartered and a value of 0 otherwise. This variable is interacted with the Republican board dummy variable to test whether there is an effect for companies that are connected to the Republicans and located in a Republican state.
The results in models 4-10 show that all but one of the dummy variables are significant at least at the 5% level. While companies with board connections to the Republicans experience a significantly positive abnormal postelection return (model 4), companies with board connections to the Democrats suffer a significant drop in value (model 6). These returns are also economically significant. Companies with board connections to the Republicans experience nearly a 3% increase in value, while companies with board connections to the Democrats experience nearly a 3% drop in value. Model 5 shows that there is no additional effect for companies with Republican board connections from having their headquarters in a Republican state. The coefficient for the interaction variable is positive, but fails to be significant. The insights from models 4 and 6 still hold when both variables are included simultaneously (model 7) and when the two donation dummy variables are included in models 8-10. The results for the two donation dummy variables show that the coefficient for donations to the Republicans is positive and significant, while the coefficient for donations to Democrats is negative, but not significant. This might be due to the fewer number of companies donating more to the Democrats than to the Republicans and in particular the even fewer number of those companies with a clear donation tendency to the Democrats.
The results so far suggest that political connections affect company value in the postelection period. An alternative explanation for this evidence could be motivated by the findings of Knight (2006) , who points out that each party follows certain policies that will have differing effects on the outlook of certain industries. As two examples, a reform of the health care system may benefit or hurt the pharmaceutical industry, while a specific foreign policy may benefit or hurt the defense industry. Thus, a company may be affected by these general policies merely due to the fact that it is in a specific industry and not due to its political connections. To address this issue, the next specification controls for the return in the industry in which the company operates. Table 5 reports the results for the case in which the return for each company in the S&P 500 index is adjusted by the equally weighted return of its industry. The industry classification of each company is defined by the Fama-French thirty-industry classification.
14 The explanatory variables are identical to those in Table 4 . The results in Table 5 show that all the board connection variables of interest that are significant with market-adjusted returns are still significant with industry-adjusted returns. In particular, neither the categorical variables in models 1-3 nor the dummy variables for board connections in models 4, 6, and 7, lose their significance. In fact, the coefficients for the variables that characterize a company's board connections are significant again at least at the 5% level. In contrast, the dummy variables for donations in models 9 and 10 become insignificant under this specification. This suggests that while the donation variable may likely represent an (endogenous) industry effect, our measure of political connections based on the board data does not. Namely, our measure of connections remains significant even after controlling for these industry effects.
In total, the results in Tables 4 and 5 provide evidence that the political connections of companies' board members have a significant impact on their postelection stock returns. This result holds even after controlling for other important firm characteristics and in particular the industry reaction to the election outcome.
Nomination of politically connected board members
An additional approach to test for the impact of politically connected board members is to analyze the abnormal stock returns following the announcements of their nominations. The underlying economic model is one in which there is a limited supply of individuals with political connections who are both Table 5 Cross willing and able to use their political connections for the purpose of helping the company. Therefore, there is uncertainty in the market about which of the competing companies that value these connections will be able to obtain this scarce resource. While the announcement by a company that it was able to attract a politically connected individual might be somewhat anticipated by the market, the actual announcement return reflects the resolution of any remaining uncertainty that had existed with respect to which of the group of competing companies was actually able to get hold of this valuable resource of limited supply.
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Our primary objective then is to test whether political connections are valuable by analyzing the announcement return surrounding the nominations. Furthermore, it is possible to use the announcement returns to analyze the secondary question of whether some connections are more valuable than others. The magnitude of the announcement return can be used as a measure of the importance of the new connection. For example, one can ask whether connections to the legislator or the administration are more important than other connections, whether a politician's connections weaken over time, or whether connections to the administration (legislator) matter more during a time when the former politician's party is in control of the administration (legislator).
For some of these secondary questions it is important to obtain more details about what drives the timing of nominations. Namely, are they mostly driven by supply (i.e., politicians join boards once they leave their political position), or are they mostly driven by demand (i.e., politicians are added to the board at a time when they are most valuable to the corporation)? Table 6 provides descriptive statistics of the time trend in nominations over the presidential and legislative cycles. In particular, it considers when and under which majorities nominations occur. The table illustrates several points. First, it shows that nominations are not evenly distributed over the four-year political cycle, but rather that most of them occur in a year following a presidential or a midterm election. More than a third of the observations occur in the first year of a presidential cycle, and more than 63% of the nominations occur in the year following a presidential or midterm election. Thus, companies tend to hire political directors at the beginning of either a presidential or a congressional cycle. 16 While not reported in the table, directors nominated in the first year of a presidential cycle tend to have been out of their political office for a much shorter time relative to all others. Second, Table 6 shows that nominations of Republican (Democratic) board members are equally likely to occur under Republican and Democratic presidents, but are much more likely to occur in times of Democratic (Republican) This table reports the number of nominations of politically connected board members in specific years. The first sorting criterion is based on the year in a presidential cycle in which a politically connected board member is nominated. First year refers to nominations in 1981, 1985, 1989, 1993, 1997, 2001, and 2005; second year refers to nominations in 1982, 1986, 1990, 1994, 1998, and 2002; third year refers to nominations in 1983, 1987, 1991, 1995, 1999, and 2003; and fourth year refers to nominations in 1984, 1988, 1992, 1996, 2000, and 2004 . The second sorting criterion is whether a board member is nominated in an odd or an even year. The third sorting criterion is based on whether the incumbent president is from the Republican or Democratic Party. The fourth and fifth criteria are based on whether the Republican or Democratic Party holds the majority in the Senate and House, respectively. The calculation of the legislative year starts on November 11, while the presidential election year starts on the day after the election.
control of House and Senate. For example, under Republican Senate majority, 118 out of 202 nominations are of Republican board members, representing 58% of the total. However, under Democratic Senate majority, 115 out of 147 nominations are of Republican board members, representing 78% of the total. Thus, a higher percentage of Republicans are nominated during a period of Democratic majority. The numbers above suggest that nominations are driven more by supply than by demand. Demand-driven nominations would imply more Republican (Democratic) nominations under Republican (Democratic) regimes, while supply-driven nominations would potentially imply the opposite because the supply of former Republicans (Democrats) is higher when Democrats (Republicans) win the majority. To summarize, our main hypothesis is that having a politically connected board member is valuable to a company and, hence, we expect that the company's stock price should increase when the nomination of this board member is announced. As for our secondary group of tests, they are aimed at determining whether or not some connections are more valuable than others. Alternatively, given that these politicians serve on the boards for long stretches of time, it may be the case that all connections are valuable as there are many ways in which a former politician can help a company.
The analysis in Table 7 focuses on the sample of connected board members found in S&P 500 companies in the years 1996 and 2000. As described before, these board members are nominated for a total of 349 positions in companies for which stock market data are available and for which the nominations do not coincide with other price-relevant announcements. The first row of Table 7 shows that the announcement effect of the nomination of politically connected board members is positive and statistically significant in the equally weighted and in the value-weighted averages. The two-day abnormal announcement return amounts to 0.69% in the equally weighted and to 1.20% in the value-weighted average. Furthermore, as the first subclassification in panel A of Table 7 shows, returns are significantly positive for board members with connections to either the Republican or the Democratic Party in both the equally weighted and value-weighted average. Thus, the value impact is not unique to a connection to either of the two parties.
These results are particularly noteworthy, as the previous literature has shown that announcements of the nomination of independent board members are associated with returns that are indistinguishable from zero. While the significantly positive returns for our sample of independent board members who are connected to either of the two parties are indicative of the value of political connections, it is important to consider additional explanations for the results at hand. To see whether some political connections matter more than others, nominations are further categorized into several subgroups. As will be seen below, the overall results from these subclassifications indicate that all political connections seem to matter regardless of the circumstances under which they are achieved.
As the second subclassification, we form two groups based on a nominee's specific former political career. Consistent with the classification in Table 3 , a politically connected board member is classified into the first group if he or she was a senator, a member of the House, or a member of the administration; otherwise, he or she is classified into the second group. The results in panel B of Table 7 suggest that there is no statistical difference between the announcement returns of the two groups in the equal-weighted average, but a statistically significant difference in the value-weighted average. This suggests the possibility that former senators and congressmen add more value to the larger companies relative to others. Third, announcements are separated based on whether they refer to a director's first and second or subsequent nominations. The sample is based on politically connected board members in S&P 500 companies in the years 1996 and 2000. For these board members, a search in the Lexis-Nexis database yields 592 announcements of board nominations.
The press reports on 243 of these announcements containing other price-relevant information such as dividend or earning announcements, share repurchases, or M&A activity. Eliminating these announcements yields a final sample of 349 announcements that are used. Companies are subclassified by several methods: panel A is based on the nominated directors' party affiliation, panel B on directors' former political position, panel C on the order in time of the nomination: first two times a directors is nominated versus third nomination and above, panel D on whether the nominee worked for the administration and his or her party is the same as that of the president at the nomination day, panel E on whether the nominee's party and the party with the majority in House or Senate at the nomination day are the same, panel F on whether the nominating company is in the banking or utilities industries, panel G on whether the nominating company is in one of the three industries with the highest levels of government shipments as measured by Agrawal and Knoeber (2001) or in any other of their sample industries, and panel H on the relatedness of the connection (as detailed earlier). The CARs for each of the sample portfolios are calculated in the same way as before. In parentheses are z-values. The symbols $ , * , and * * denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
The question is whether politically connected board members are particularly valuable for the first companies whose board they join, as they are less likely to have worn out their welcome in the political circles at that point. While the announcement returns are positive and significant for both groups, the magnitude of the impact for the first and second nominations is much greater than that for subsequent nominations in the value-weighted average. This finding again suggests that, for the larger companies, the director has a greater impact in the early nominations, and this impact may decrease as the director joins more companies.
Fourth, the nominations of former politicians with positions within the administration are divided based on whether or not a director's political party holds the control of the presidency at the time of the announcement. The idea is that a former politician who worked for a previous administration is more likely to be connected to the current administration given that it is of the same party. The results for this subclassification are shown in panel D of Table 7 . They indicate that former administration politicians are indeed more valuable when the current administration is from the same party.
As a flip side to this last test, nominations are sorted by whether a director is nominated at a time in which his or her party holds the majority in either the Senate or the House. While the results are positive for each subgroup, they tend to be higher for nominations that occur when the other party holds the majority. This result would be surprising if the presidency and the legislator majority were both held by the same party. However, note that during the sample period between 1981 and 2005, there are only five years in which the ruling presidential party also holds the majority of the House and Senate. The results here are therefore necessarily highly negatively correlated with the results presented in panel D and are thus hard to interpret.
Finally, motivated by Agrawal and Knoeber (2001) , we divide the sample into nominating companies in regulated and nonregulated companies. We find that the announcement returns tend to be higher in regulated relative to nonregulated industries, but the difference fails to be significant. We obtain a similar result when classifying companies based on total government shipments within the industry, again according to the measure used by Agrawal and Knoeber (2001) .
One alternative explanation for our results is that the observed positive stock-price reactions might be due not only to the fact that a board member is politically connected, but also to his or her expertise. As an example, a senator who serves in the finance committee during his or her political tenure may learn about general trends, including risks and challenges in the finance industry, and this knowledge might be of highest importance to companies that operate in banking or insurance. The positive announcement effect in this case would thus be partly due to his or her expertise as well as to his or her being politically connected. While it might be hard to differentiate between expertise in a specific field and general political connection in each given case, it is still possible to distinguish between related and not related politically connected board members. Thus, in the last classification, panel H of Table 7 reports the results for the announcement returns for both groups of board members. The results suggest that the nomination of both related (defined as a political director who served in a committee, department, or government agency that deals with the industry in which the nominating company operates) and not related board members generates positive and significant abnormal returns. At the same time, the abnormal returns for related board members are higher than those for not related board members. This result suggests that expertise and knowledge are valuable, but that the pure existence of political connections independent of their content also generates abnormal positive returns.
As a final robustness check for these results, one still needs to show that other independent directors nominated to the same companies do not generate a similar abnormal return. For this purpose, we compare the announcement returns of the nomination of politically connected board members to those of nominations of other board members in the same company at a similar point in time. The matching sample is constructed in the following way. For each announcement in a company in the original sample, we choose the closest possible announcement of the nomination of another board member in the same company who is not politically connected. Those announcements are identified by a search in Lexis-Nexis. To ensure time consistency, the matching announcement has to occur in a maximum interval of [−3, 3] years around the day of the announcement in the original sample. This procedure yields 319 announcements in the matching sample.
The results in panel A of Table 8 show that the announcements in the matched sample do not result in positive stock returns. While they are not statistically different from zero in the equally weighted average, they are even negative and significant in the value-weighted average. The lack of a positive price reaction in the matched sample is thus consistent with the results in the previous literature. Most important, the returns for the original sample are significantly higher than those for the matched sample, and this holds for both the equally weighted and value-weighted average.
To guarantee the highest level of comparability of the results, in the next step, announcements of CEOs and internal promotions (e.g., CFOs) are excluded from the matching sample, as these may cause different stock price reactions than those for outside board members. This procedure generates a subsample of 287 announcements. The results are reported in panel B of  Table 8 and show that the announcement returns in the matched sample are still not significantly positive, albeit not significantly negative anymore in the value-weighted average. Again and most important, the difference in returns between the original and the matched sample is positive and highly significant. Finally, twenty-eight more observations are dropped in which multiple board The original sample is constructed in the same way as in Table 7 and results in 349 announcements. The matching sample is constructed by a search in Lexis-Nexis. A matching observation is identified in the following way: for each announcement in a company in the original sample, the closest possible announcement of another board member in the same company is chosen. This has to occur in a maximum interval of [−3, 3] years around the day of the announcement in the original sample. This search yields 319 announcements in the matching sample. Panel A reports the results for the comparison of this sample. Panel B excludes thirty-two announcements of CEOs and internal promotions (e.g., CFOs). Panel C excludes twenty-eight more observations in which multiple board members are announced on the same day. The CARs for each of the sample portfolios are calculated in the same way as before. In parentheses are z-values. The symbols $ , * , and * * denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. members are announced on the same day. The results, shown in panel C of Table 8 , are qualitatively the same as before.
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Overall, for all subclassifications we find a positive abnormal return following the nomination of a politically connected board member. In particular, the results suggest that while expertise matters, the pure existence of a political connection generates positive and significant abnormal returns. This finding is consistent with the findings for the postelection stock returns and suggests that the results in this article are driven by political connections independent of their specific nature.
Further tests and robustness
Apart from the empirical tests discussed above, a number of further analyses and robustness tests are performed. These tests are described below.
Choice of event window.
To test for the robustness of the event window, the analyses are repeated for different events around the election. First, the 2000 presidential election gave Governor Bush only a disputed and tiny lead of votes, ranging from 300 to about 1800 throughout the period of uncertainty, with a final margin of 537 votes. As a consequence, the election was finally decided on December 13, 2000, only after the Federal Court's decision to halt the manual recount of ballots in Florida and the subsequent concession by Vice President Gore. Between the election and the final decision, there are a number of exogenous events, as, for example, court decisions that increase or decrease the probability of a Republican win. These exogenous events provide a unique laboratory in which the value of political connections can be tested. Two events deserve particular attention: first, on December 8, the Florida Supreme Court orders a statewide recount of ballots in counties with under-votes, thereby increasing the chances for the Democrats to win the election. Second, on December 13, Mr. Gore accepts Mr. Bush as the president in a public speech, thereby resolving the uncertainty about the election outcome. The event study for politically connected board members in Table 3 is repeated for these two events. While the value-weighted portfolio of companies with pure connections to the Democrats provides a one-day positive return of 1.45% on December 8, the respective Republican portfolio provides a negative return of −1.26%. In contrast, the return for the Republican portfolio on December 13 amounts to 0.32%, while the return for the Democratic portfolio amounts to −1.63%. The differences in returns between the Democratic and the Republican portfolio on both December 8 and December 13 are statistically significant at the 1% level. In general, the correlation between the daily abnormal returns of the Democratic and the Republican portfolio in the time period between November 8 and December 20 is highly negative, with a coefficient of −0.46, which is significant at the 1% level. This provides further evidence for the value impact of political connections, independent of the choice of the specific event window. Overall, the uncertainty around the 2000 presidential election is expected to aggravate any attempt to find evidence for the impact of political connections on stock returns. The fact that the results in this article are substantial and significant despite the existing uncertainty on the final election outcome stresses even more the importance of political connections for firm value.
Second, the analyses are repeated using November 7 as the start date for the event period. This choice is motivated by the fact that even though the first election results were announced only after the end of trading on Election Day, November 7, it is possible that the stock market already incorporates information arriving during Election Day. The results are qualitatively the same as the results for the event period starting on November 8. Table 5 controls for industry effects, it is still important to consider whether there is a concentration of politically connected companies in certain industries and in particular a concentration of Republican/Democratic companies in certain industries. The analysis of the distribution of the sample companies across the Fama-French thirty-industry classification shows that Republican/Democratic companies based on board connections are relatively evenly distributed across all of these industries. There are two exceptions to this in the utilities industry, which has 9% of the sample companies, and the banking, insurance, real estate, and trading industry, which includes 15% of the sample. 19 However, both industries have almost the same number of Republican firms as Democratic firms (six Republicans and eight Democrats in utilities and ten and nine in banking, respectively). More formally, a chi-square test of the difference in the industry distribution between Republican and Democratic companies fails to be significant (p-value = 0.40).
Industry clustering. While
Thus, there appears to be no industry bias or clustering in the distribution of Republican and Democratic companies.
Finally, as mentioned before, the industry analysis is repeated for alternative Fama-French industry classifications, yielding the same results. In addition, we control for some specific industries that might have larger political biases such as the oil industry, the defense industry, and utilities. Again, the results remain unchanged.
Weighing of observations.
The analysis of the announcement returns in Table 7 gives equal weight to each announcement of a nomination. This means that an individual with many board nominations will appear more often in the data set than an individual with only a few board nominations. To rule out the possibility that the announcement returns are driven by those board members with many nominations, the analysis is repeated by giving equal weight to each individual, which is done by first computing the average announcement return for each individual, and then taking the average across individuals. The results are positive and economically and statistically significant. The average announcement return in this approach amounts to 0.78% for the two-day window around the announcement and is significant at the 1% level. Further analyses are conducted for the same subgroups as in Table 7 , and the results are qualitatively the same as before. This finding suggests that the significantly positive announcement returns represent a general phenomenon across politically connected board members and are not driven by a small number of individuals.
Conclusion
This article shows that political connections have a pervasive impact on the value of public companies even within the confine of the strong legal system in the United States. The article sorts companies into those that are connected to the Republican Party and those that are connected to the Democratic Party and analyzes the value of these connections by looking at two events: the 2000 presidential election and the nomination of politically connected directors to the board.
Using a measure of connections based on hand-collected data of the political background of all directors on the boards of S&P 500 companies in the year 2000, the article derives the following two main results: first, following the announcement of the Republican win, the return difference between companies classified as having a Republican board and those classified as having a Democratic board is positive. Furthermore, the announcement returns are positive for the Republican portfolio and negative for the Democratic portfolio. These results remain robust after controlling for several firm characteristics as well as for industry effects.
Second, following the announcement of the board nomination of a politically connected individual, there is on average a positive and significant stock-price response. This positive announcement effect is more pronounced for the larger companies in the sample, but holds for Republican directors as well as for Democratic directors. It is independent of the specific nature of the political position held.
In conclusion, the evidence presented in this article regarding the value of political connections opens a number of interesting avenues for future research. In particular, it will be interesting to explore the specific actions that create this value and their legal and political ramifications.
